MINUTES
Rules Development Committee
Wednesday, July 15, 2015
Herndon, Virginia
In the absence of a RDC chairman and vice-chairman, IIBC chairman Warren Ducharme
called the meeting to order on Wednesday, July 15, 2015, at 9:00 a.m. at the Crowne Plaza Dulles
Airport, 2200 Centreville Road in Herndon, Virginia. Attendance was taken as noted below. He
welcomed Chuck Osterday with NTA as the third-party inspection agency and Delma Sheaffer as
the residential industry representatives.
The Committee solicited nominations for chairman and vice-chairman positions. By
unanimous vote, the Committee elected Don Engle chairman and Barbara Bieganski
vice-chairman. In the absence of Don Engle, Barbara Bieganski chaired the meeting.
Members
Present:

Barbara Bieganski, Vanguard Modular Building Systems
Denise Beer, Williams Scotsman
Christine Kline, Whitley East
Chuck Osterday, NTA
Emory Rodgers, Commonwealth of Virginia
Delma Sheaffer, Excel Homes

Others
Present:

Daniel G. Arevalo, Mobile Modular
Michael Baier, State of New Jersey
Debbie Becker, Industrialized Buildings Commission
William Begley, Sea Box, Inc.
Andrew Carlson, Pyramid1, Inc.
Jeffrey Clouse, T. R. Arnold & Associates, Inc.
Frederick Cook, Cor-10 Concepts
Warren Ducharme, State of Rhode Island
N. Kevin Eğilmez, Industrialized Buildings Commission
Robert Gorleski, PFS Corporation
Bruce Hagen, State of North Dakota
Tom Hardiman, Modular Building Institute
Arthur Hood, Cor-10 Concepts
Eric Leatherby, Commonwealth of Virginia
Scott McKown, State of Minnesota
Steve Morris, Cor-10 Concepts
Valrae Negley, Commonwealth of Virginia
Dennis Quitschreiber, Dynamic Homes
Harold Raup, PFS Corporation
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Brennen Snyder, Modspace
Eric Snyder, Modspace
Randy Soper, Sea Box, Inc.

Approval of Minutes
On a motion by Denise Beer, seconded by Chuck Osterday, the Committee approved the
minutes of the July 16, 2014, meeting as submitted.
Correspondence
The Secretariat noted that a list of correspondence was available.
Old Business
There were no advisory reports given.
New Business
Kevin Egilmez stated that there are vacancies in state and industry representative positions.
Tom Hardiman suggested Muncy Homes, Ritz Craft, Signature or Professional Building Systems
for industry representatives and South Carolina (Jenny Mead) or Georgia (Ted Miltiades) for state
representatives.
Emory Rogers with the Commonwealth of Virginia announced that he is retiring and will not
be able to serve as a state representative. He suggested contacting his director, Bill Shelton, to
nominate a replacement.
The Committee reviewed a second draft of Formal Interpretation No. 15-XX, CA
Documents per Manufacturing Facility (Attachment A). Its purpose would be to limit a
manufacturing facility to one CA manual and have it approved by all evaluation agencies where
applicable. As recommended by the Committee following last year’s discussions, the second draft
added language to allow manufacturing facilities with independent production lines to maintain
separate manuals. A motion to approve Formal Interpretation No. 15-XX as amended was made
by Chuck Osterday, seconded by Barbara Bieganski, and approved unanimously.
The Committee continued its discussion on approval of used chassis (Attachment B). Last
year, the Committee assigned Andrew Carlson the responsibility to develop a procedure for
assessing and approving used chassis. It was decided to form a new team to be headed by Barbara
Bieganski with Christine Kline, Eric Snyder and Andrew Carlson volunteering to participate. The
group agreed to meet by conference calls and develop a product for approval by letter ballot prior
to next year’s meeting.
The Committee discussed two proposals to improve inspector-trainee program (Attachment
C). Kevin Egilmez reported that only one in four trainees obtain their certification as industrialized
buildings inspectors according to the Commission’s records and that only one in six trainees pass
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one or more tests according to ICC’s database. One proposal would be to reduce the two-year
designation period which would decrease the number of inspections performed by trainees. The
shorter time period would be feasible since current computer based tests are offered more
frequently than the original paper and pencil tests. An alternate proposal would require trainees to
show evidence of taking required tests at regular intervals to maintain their designation. A motion
was made by Chuck Osterday, seconded by Delma Sheaffer, and approved unanimously, to draft a
Formal Interpretation that would require inspector-trainees to take at least one of the required tests
every six months to maintain their designation. Inspection agencies would be responsible for
keeping copies of relevant documents. The Committee agreed to vote on the final language by
letter ballot.
The Committee discussed a proposal to require evaluation agencies to identify plans
examiners on documents (Attachment D). This information is already provided by the majority
of the agencies and, in accordance with Commission policy, is required when plans are submitted
electronically. Roughly half of the plans approved are for buildings outside the scope of the
residential code which must be reviewed by Unlimited (Level II) Plans Examiners certified in the
appropriate disciplines. The new policy will ensure consistency and enable the Commission to
monitor compliance with certification requirements more effectively. A motion was made by
Barbara Bieganski, seconded by Chuck Osterday, to draft a Formal Interpretation requiring
evaluation agencies to identify the name and certificate number of plan reviewers and structural
calculation reviewers on each submittal.
The Committee discussed the need to provide thermal transmittance (U-) values on data plate
when the new energy codes require a certificate with more detailed information (Attachment E).
Since certificates must include information such as predominant R-values, type of insulation, and
heat loss, providing thermal transmittance values on data plates is redundant. A motion was made
by Chuck Osterday, seconded by Barbara Bieganski, and approved unanimously to revise Formal
Interpretation 00-01 to allow manufacturers to omit U-values when a certificate is provided. The
Committee agreed to vote on the final language by letter ballot.
Kevin Egilmez reported that the Commission has become aware of some dealers combining
new and existing modules to form new buildings (Attachment F). Current methods for
determining applicable codes for the building do not work because the dates of manufacture for the
modules vary and the fifty-percent alteration rule cannot be applied. Procedures are needed to
ensure the modified building does not exceed the design parameters of individual modules as well
as various code provisions including area limitations, minimum construction types, sprinkler and
other fire-protection requirements, means of egress provisions, minimum occupancy and use
loads, etc. The Committee decided to form a group to be headed by Denise Beer to develop
standards for assessing and approving reconfigured buildings to be presented at next year’s
meeting. Bob Gorleski, Tom Hardiman and Dan Arevalo agreed to participate in the group.
The Committee discussed IIBC buildings that are (Attachment G) relocated to other
participating states or to other jurisdictions within participating states. Buildings that were not
manufactured to comply with requirements of the new location must be reevaluated and recertified
by a designated agency under the Commission’s regulations. Kevin Egilmez suggested that
inspection agencies should return the original IIBC certification labels and issue new ones in
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accordance with Existing Building Certification Report instructions. The Committee agreed with
the recommendation subject to approval of final language by letter ballot.
The Committee discussed label fees which were last modified in 2009 (Attachment H).
Kevin Egilmez reported that the fees are not generating sufficient revenues to fully fund the
program because annual production has been below the projected figures for several years. He
added that fees may need to be increased in the near future to cover the shortfall especially if the
demand in North Dakota continued to decline.
Recommendations to the Commission
Vice Chairman Bieganski communicated the following RDC recommendations and actions
to the Commission:
1. Issue revised Formal Interpretation limiting CA Documents per Manufacturing Facility.
2. Draft a Formal Interpretation to require Inspector-Trainees to show proof of taking tests.
The Committee will vote on the final language by letter ballot.
3. Issue a Formal Interpretation to require evaluation agencies to identify plan reviewers
and structural calculation reviewers on submittals.
4. Revise Formal Interpretation 00-01 to exempt manufacturers from providing U-values
on a data plate if an energy certificate is provided. The final language will be voted on by
letter ballot.
5. Amend Existing Building Certification Report instructions to require certification labels
to be returned when an IIBC building is recertified. The final language will be voted on
by letter ballot.
Date and Location of Next Meeting
The next RDC meeting was tentatively scheduled for July 20, 2016, the third Wednesday in
July. The secretariat stated that notice would be sent out regarding the meeting’s location.
The motion to adjourn, made by Barbara Bieganski and seconded by Chuck Osterday, was
approved and the meeting adjourned at 1:40 p.m.
Respectfully submitted,

N. Kevin Eğilmez
Secretariat Staff
Attachments

ATTACHMENT A





505 Huntmar Park Drive
Suite 210
Herndon, Virginia 20170
(703) 481-2022
(703) 481-3596 fax
www.InterstateIBC.org

FORMAL INTERPRETATION No. 15-XX
Subject:
Reference:
Effective Date:

CA Documents per Manufacturing Facility
UAP, Part V, Section 2(C)

ISSUE
Can one manufacturing facility have more than one set of approved compliance
assurance documents?
INTERPRETATION
A manufacturer must have approved compliance assurance documents (i.e., building
systems documents, compliance assurance manual and on-site installation
instructions) for the product(s) it proposes to manufacture at its manufacturing
facility. A manufacturer may develop separate building systems documents and onsite installation instructions for different products produced at the same facility and
have them approved by different evaluation agencies. However, a manufacturing
facility can have only one compliance assurance manual that must be approved by all
applicable evaluation agencies a manufacturer may have only one compliance
assurance manual that must be approved by all applicable evaluation agencies unless
separate processes are used to manufacture the products.

ATTACHMENT B

ATTACHMENT C

INSPECTOR-TRAINEE DESIGNATIONS
PART VI. DESIGNATION OF EVALUATION AND INSPECTION AGENCIES
SECTION 4. QUALIFICATIONS OF TECHNICAL PERSONNEL
(B) Certification Requirements
(1) … Inspectors designated as trainees may perform inspections within the limitations set forth under this Section.
(4) … Industrialized Buildings Inspector Trainee designations shall be valid for two (2) years from the date of notification.
(C) Industrialized Buildings Inspector and Trainees
(3) The Commission shall designate an applicant as an Industrialized Buildings Inspector Trainee if the applicant has met
the education and experience requirements of ASTM E-541, Section 14, is employed by a designated agency but has not
successfully completed the required test(s).
(a) Each inspector trainee shall complete the designated agency's training program and shall be so certified prior to
performing any independent inspections. An inspector trainee shall only be authorized to inspect industrialized
building types for which training has been provided.
(b) Any inspector trainee performing independent inspections shall be supervised on site not less than once every
three (3) months by qualified designated agency personnel.

Background:
When the trainee requirements were first developed, model code organizations typically offered a
maximum of two test sittings once every six months. The two-year time limit was based on a candidate
being able to pass at least one of the four required tests every six months. With today’s computer-based
tests, candidates can schedule and take any test within days. The only restriction is that a candidate cannot
take the same test twice in a six-month period.
Discussion:




Since the program’s inception, the Commission designated 97 applicants as trainees of which only
25 went on to obtain their industrialized buildings inspector certifications.
Of the 32 people whose trainee designation expired after 2010, only eight went on to become
certified as industrialized buildings inspectors.
According to ICC database, only four of the 24 trainees that expired after 2010 passed one or more
of the required tests.

Recommendations:



To maintain their designation, inspector-trainees should submit evidence of passing or taking one of
the required tests quarterly or semiannually, or;
Reduce inspector-trainee designation period to six months or one year.

ATTACHMENT D

PLANS EXAMINERS
PART VI. DESIGNATION OF EVALUATION AND INSPECTION AGENCIES
SECTION 4. QUALIFICATIONS OF TECHNICAL PERSONNEL
(B) Certification Requirements
(1) No person may perform inspections or examine plans unless such person possesses a current industrialized
buildings inspector certificate or an appropriate plans examiner certificate, as applicable.
(D) One and Two Family Dwelling (Level I) Plans Examiner
(2) A certified One and Two Family Dwelling (Level I) Plans Examiner shall be authorized to review and/or evaluate any
one and two family dwelling plans.
(E) Unlimited (Level II) Plans Examiner
(2) A certified Unlimited (Level II) Plans Examiner shall be authorized to review or evaluate all plans permitted to One and
Two Family Dwelling (Level I) Plans Examiners and all remaining use groups and categories not reserved to the state.

Background:
OTFD (Level I) Plans Examiners are limited to approving plans within the scope of the IRC. Plans beyond
the scope of the IRC must be approved by Unlimited (Level II) Plans Examiners that are certified in the
appropriate discipline.
Discussion:



Approximately 50 percent of the modules produced are designed to comply with codes other than
IRC.
Most evaluation agencies already identify plans examiners with their submittals. This information is
currently required if the documents are submitted electronically.

Recommendation:


To ensure consistency, the Commission should issue a Formal Interpretation requiring evaluation
agencies to identify name and certificate number of the plan reviewer(s) and the structural
calculation reviewers on each submittal.

ATTACHMENT E

DATA PLATE U-VALUES
MRR PART IV. PRODUCT CONTROL AND IDENTIFICATION
SECTION 1. MANUFACTURER’S DATA PLATE
The following information shall be typewritten on a smudge proof, permanent manufacturer's data plate located in the
vicinity of the certification label:
(11) Thermal transmittance values

Background:
Thermal transmittance values are required to be provided on data plates to assist local building officials in
determining whether a building is suitable for a particular location.
Discussion:


The new energy codes require residential buildings to be provided with a certificate that lists
predominant R-values, type of insulation, heat loss, etc. Providing thermal transmittance values on
data plates in addition to the certificate is redundant.

Recommendation:


Update Formal Interpretation 00-01 to allow manufacturers to omit this information when a
certificate is provided.
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RESIDENTIAL ENERGY CODE 1322.0402

R401.3 Certificate (mandatory). A building certificate shall be completed and posted on or in
the electrical distribution panel by the builder or registered design professional. The certificate shall
not cover or obstruct the visibility of the circuit directory label, service disconnect label, or other
required labels. The certificate shall list: the date the certificate is installed; the dwelling address;
residential contractor name and contractor license number, or homeowner name, if acting as the general
contractor; the predominant installed R-values, their location, and type of insulation installed in or on
ceiling/roof, walls, rim/band joist, foundation, slab, basement wall, crawl space wall or floor, and ducts
outside conditioned spaces; U-factors for fenestration and the solar heat gain coefficient (SHGC) of
fenestration; and the results of any required duct system and building envelope air leakage testing done
on the building. Where there is more than one value for each component, the certificate shall list the
value covering the largest area. The certificate shall list the types, input ratings, manufacturers, model
numbers and efficiencies of heating, cooling, and service water heating equipment. The certificate
shall also list the structure's calculated heat loss, calculated cooling load, and calculated heat gain.
Where an electric furnace or baseboard electric heater is installed in the residence, the certificate shall
list "electric furnace" or "baseboard electric heater," as appropriate. An efficiency shall not be listed
for electric furnaces or electric baseboard heaters. The certificate shall list the mechanical ventilation
system type, location, and capacity, and the building's designated continuous and total ventilation rates.
The certificate shall also list the type, size, and location of any make-up air system installed and the
location or future location of the radon fan.
Statutory Authority: MS s 326B.02; 326B.101; 326B.106
History: 39 SR 232
Published Electronically: February 16, 2015
1322.0402 SECTION R402, BUILDING THERMAL ENVELOPE.
Subpart 1. Table R402.1.1. IECC Table R402.1.1 is amended to read as follows:

a

Table R402.1.1 Insulation and fenestration requirements by component.

Climate Zone

Fenestration
b
U-Factor

Skylight
U-Factor

Glazed
Fenestration
b,e
SHGC

6

0.32

0.55

NR

49

20, 13+5

7

0.32

0.55

NR

49

21

b

Wood Frame
f
Ceiling R-Value Wall R-Value
j

Table R402.1.1 Insulation and fenestration requirements by component.
Mass Wall
i,g,h
R-Value

Floor R-Value

15/20

30

19/21

e

e

38

Basement Wall
c,i
R-Value

Slab R-Value and
d
Depth

Crawl Space Wall
c,i
R-Value

15

10, 3.5 ft

15

15

10, 5 ft

15
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Effective Date:

—

April 3, 2000

Subject:

Thermal transmittance- (U-)
versus Thermal resistance(R-) Values on data plates

Reference:

MRR, Part IV, Section 1(11)

ISSUE:

MRR, Part IV, Section 1(11) requires manufacturers to provide thermal
transmittance- (U-) values on data plates. Is it acceptable to provide thermal
resistance- (R-) values instead?

INTERP.:

If energy codes require thermal resistance- or U-values to be calculated (or be
derived from tables) to demonstrate compliance, then the manufacturer must
provide these U-values on the data plate.
If a building is deemed to comply with the energy code requirements when
components are provided with insulation equal to or greater than the R-value
specified in the code (see Chapter 7672.0800, Subpart 4 of the Minnesota Energy
Code and Chapter 6, Table 602.0 of the Rhode Island State Energy Code), then
the manufacturer may provide R- rather than U-values on data plates.

FORMAL INTERPRETATION

—

Number
00-01

ATTACHMENT F

RECERTIFIED IIBC BUILDINGS
PART IV. ADMINISTRATION
SECTION 4. CERTIFICATION
(A) Labels
(7) Relocatable Buildings
When industrialized/modular buildings or building components are relocated, the local enforcement agency shall accept
buildings labeled in accordance with these Uniform Administrative Procedures.
(e) In instances where the labeled characteristics of the industrialized/ modular building or building component to be
relocated are not consistent with the requirements of the new location or use, the local enforcement agency shall ensure
that the structure complies with the requirements of the building code for the use and type of construction.
(E) Alterations of Certified Units
Industrialized/modular buildings or building components certified and labeled pursuant to these Uniform Administrative
Procedures shall not be altered in any way prior to the issuance of a certificate of occupancy without resubmission to the
evaluation agency for approval of the alteration and of the unit which includes the alteration.

Background:
Occasionally, IIBC-certified industrialized buildings that are relocated to other participating states or to
other jurisdictions within participating states must be recertified to bring it into compliance with the
requirements of the new location.
Discussion:


Although alterations to certified units are addressed in the UAP, the Commission does not have a
policy regarding handling of the certification labels. When a certified building is altered,
information in the Commission’s records associated with the existing certification label, such as the
manufacturer, model designation, use group, may no longer be pertinent. Furthermore, a
certification label should only be applied after all of the alterations have been completed and
approved.

Recommendation:


When an IIBC building is altered and is being recertified, the existing certification labels should be
returned and the new ones issued in accordance with Existing Building Certification Report
instructions.

INDUSTRIALIZED BUILDINGS COMMISSION
Inspection agency:

|505 Huntmar Park Dr., Ste. 210, VA 20170 |703.481.2022

This form is for reporting existing industrialized buildings labeled under UAP, Pt. IV, Sec. 4(A)(7)

PART I. INDUSTRIALIZED BUILDING OWNER
Company Name:

Phone:

Mailing Address:
Contact:

Email:

PART II. INDUSTRIALIZED BUILDING LOCATION
Current Location:
Destination:
PART III. INDUSTRIALIZED BUILDING INFORMATION
Manufactured by:

Date Manufactured:

Model:

Use Group (old):

Use Group (new):

State agency that issued existing labels:
No.

Serial No.

Existing Label No.

IBC Label No.

No.

1.

6.

2.

7.

3.

8.

4.

9.

5.

10.

Serial No.

Existing Label No.

IBC Label No.

PART IV. IBC CERTIFICATION LABEL PAYMENT
Modular/Closed Panel Labels

Qty.:

Fee:

$ 70.00

Amt.:

Component Labels

Qty.:

Fee:

$ 46.00

Amt.:

Check (payable to Industrialized Buildings Commission)

No.:

Date:

Amt.:

INSTRUCTIONS
INSPECTION AGENCY IS RESPONSIBLE FOR COMPLETING THE FORM AND FILING THE REPORT.
-

A separate form must be filed for each industrialized building.
To request and assign labels –
1. Complete parts I, II and IV and submit a copy of the form along with check to Industrialized Buildings Commission.
2. After receiving IBC authorization, log on to IBC website to assign labels
Inspection agency must maintain custody of and attach all labels.
A full report, including a completed form and copies of relevant documents, is due no later than 30 days after receiving IBC
authorization.

For IBC use only -

Code:

Labels assigned:

Report Due:

TN:

Date:

ATTACHMENT G

RECONFIGURING BUILDINGS
PART IV. ADMINISTRATION
SECTION 4. CERTIFICATION
(E) Alterations of Certified Units
Industrialized/modular buildings or building components certified and labeled pursuant to these Uniform Administrative
Procedures shall not be altered in any way prior to the issuance of a certificate of occupancy without resubmission to the
evaluation agency for approval of the alteration and of the unit which includes the alteration.

Background:
Certified modules are being combined to form new buildings that bear little resemblance to the original
building. These modules may have been part of bigger or smaller buildings; manufactured to different
codes; and classified under different use or occupancy groups. The reconfigured buildings may also
incorporate newly manufactured modules.
Discussion:
1. What is the date of manufacture for determining applicable codes and standards?
2. Which on-site installation instructions/requirements apply?
3. How is the 50-percent alteration rule applied?
Recommendation:
Develop standards for addressing reconfigured buildings.

ATTACHMENT H

